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NAMED A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY NPR and THE WASHINGTON POST"Compelling,
insightful and important, Beneath a Ruthless Sun exposes the corruption of racial bigotry and
animus that shadows a community, a state and a nation. A fascinating examination of an
injustice story all too familiar and still largely ignored, an engaging and essential read." --Bryan
Stevenson, author of Just MercyFrom the author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning bestseller Devil in
the Grove, the gripping true story of a small town with a big secret.In December 1957, the wife of
a Florida citrus baron is raped in her home while her husband is away. She claims a "husky
Negro" did it, and the sheriff, the infamous racist Willis McCall, does not hesitate to round up a
herd of suspects. But within days, McCall turns his sights on Jesse Daniels, a gentle, mentally
impaired white nineteen-year-old. Soon Jesse is railroaded up to the state hospital for the
insane, and locked away without trial.But crusading journalist Mabel Norris Reese cannot stop
fretting over the case and its baffling outcome. Who was protecting whom, or what? She pursues
the story for years, chasing down leads, hitting dead ends, winning unlikely allies. Bit by bit, the
unspeakable truths behind a conspiracy that shocked a community into silence begin to
surface.Beneath a Ruthless Sun tells a powerful, page-turning story rooted in the fears that
rippled through the South as integration began to take hold, sparking a surge of virulent racism
that savaged the vulnerable, debased the powerful, and roils our own times still.

“Exposes the sinister complexity of American racism …“King tells this … story with grace and
sensitivity, and his narrative never flags. His mastery of the materials is complete.” —New York
Times Book Review“Chilling...Truth oftentimes beggars belief, and the "true" in "true crime" can
be a promise that betrays as much as it entices. Not so with Gilbert King's scorching,
compelling, and — unfortunately — still entirely relevant new work.”—NPR“Remarkable…
Beneath a Ruthless Sun is multiple books in one – a gripping true-crime narrative, a deeply
wrenching story of American bigotry and corruption, and an inspiring tale of heroes fired by love
and righteous fury… King reminds us of its not-so-distant history as a stronghold of Southern
racism and bigotry, a state that produced both horrific violence and courageous protest.”—
Christian Science Monitor “Timely and important.”—New York Times“Pulitzer Prize winner King
returns with a new nonfiction story for those craving a Serial-esque fix… King provides a glimpse
into the past that is equal parts enlightening, frustrating, and invariably un-put-downable.” —
Harper's Bazaar“A true-crime masterwork.” —Men’s Journal“A first-rate crime thriller, built on
shocking plot twists and vivid characters … This extraordinary book’s story might have begun
more than half a century ago, but it isn’t history.” —Tampa Bay Times“Prepare to read Beneath a
Ruthless Sun more than once — several stories are woven through this meticulously-researched
nonfiction account of how justice cheated 19-year-old Jesse Daniels… [King’s] style is gentle



but insistent. It’s laid out cleanly, with precision and without condemnation...And there lies the
secret to the power behind King’s books: Truth. He speaks truth to a community that has kept its
lips pursed together for the last 60 years, and we know it.” —Orlando Sentinel“A powerful page-
turner.” —Garden & Gun“A book for true-crime aficionados as well as anyone interested in
criminal justice reform.. .King delves into a complicated rape case that is rife with corruption, and
in doing so, he shines a light on issues of sex, race, and class.” —Bustle“Tense and stunning...
[Beneath a Ruthless Sun's] taut focus on a single case also shines a light onto larger issues of
racial profiling, police corruption and the condition of Florida’s mental institutions.” —Book
Page“The perversions of justice under Jim Crow chart a devious path in this labyrinthine true
crime saga… Packed with riveting characters and startling twists, King’s narrative unfolds like a
Southern gothic noir probing the recesses of a poisoned society.” —Publisher's Weekly
(starred)“A spellbinding true story of racism, privilege, and official corruption...By turns sobering,
frightening, and thrilling, this meticulous account of the power and tenacity of officially
sanctioned racism recalls a dark era that America is still struggling to leave behind.” —Kirkus
Reviews (starred) “This book is every bit as gripping as the author’s Pulitzer-winning Devil in the
Grove...Gripping history, vividly told.” —Booklist (starred)“Compelling, insightful and important,
Gilbert King exposes the corruption of racial bigotry and animus that shadows a community, a
state and a nation. A fascinating examination of an injustice story all too familiar and still largely
ignored, an engaging and essential read.” —Bryan Stevenson, author of Just Mercy "In the
tradition of Harper Lee, Gilbert King tells the story of a small southern town corrupted by racism,
a perverse genteel honor, and utter disdain for poor “crackers.” Three women stand out in this
gripping tale of a falsely accused man: an unrelenting reporter, a mother, and a victim doubly
victimized as a pawn of others’ ambitions. In deftly unraveling a tragic mixture of lies, violence,
and hatred, King powerfully reminds us how the unpalatable beliefs of 1957 haunt us still." —
Nancy Isenberg, author of White Trash“Gilbert King’s stunning chronicle of race, sex and power
in fatal combination yields so many truly tragic turns that it’s almost uncanny when goodness
endures. With breakneck drama and cold clarity, Beneath a Ruthless Sun captures the sultry
particulars of a uniquely charged place and time as well as a universal truth about how difficult it
is for humans in the aggregate to do the right thing.” —Diane McWhorter, Pulitzer Prize-winning
author of Carry Me Home: Birmingham, Alabama—the Climactic Battle of the Civil Rights
RevolutionPraise for Devil in the Grove:"Must read, cannot put down history." –The New York
Times"A taut, intensely readable narrative." –Boston Globe"A powerful and well-told drama of
Southern injustice." –The Chicago TribuneAbout the AuthorGILBERT KING is the author of Devil
in the Grove: Thurgood Marshall, the Groveland Boys, and the Dawn of a New America, which
was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 2013. He has written about Supreme Court history and the
death penalty for the New York Times and the Washington Post, and is a featured contributor to
Smithsonian magazine and The Marshall Project. An earlier book, The Execution of Willie
Francis was published in 2008. He lives in New York City with his wife and two daughters. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.



All rights reserved.For Mabel Norris Reese, Wednesdays had a special routine. Wednesday was
the day the Mount Dora Topic, the weekly newspaper that she and her husband, Paul, owned
and ran, went to press. The alarm clock would go off at four a.m. in their house on Morningside
Drive in Sylvan Shores, a small, upscale community of Mediterranean Revival and ranch homes
along the west side of Lake Gertrude. Within the hour, Mabel would be barreling along the few
miles to the Topic’s office in downtown Mount Dora. There she’d go over that week’s edition,
making corrections in the lead galleys, before heading back home to cook break-fast for Paul
and their daughter, Patricia.Once Patricia had been seen off to school, Mabel would return to the
office with Paul for the long hours ahead. Side by side, they would dress up the pages of the
newspaper together. Harold Rawley, who ran the Linotype machine, would set the pages one
metal line of type at a time, to be inked and printed later that night on the Old Topper, the Topic’s
big press. Mrs. Downs, a seventy- two- year- old widow who had taken over the print work from
her late husband, would stand in the hot air atop the press platform, feeding sheets of paper into
the jaws of the loud, cranky machine that birthed the “inky babies,” as Mabel called them.Sturdy
and still stylish at forty- three, Mabel favored printed cotton shirtwaist dresses, which she
sometimes wore with pearls, and with her bebopper’s cat- eye glasses she was easily spotted
out and about in old- fashioned Mount Dora. In addition to covering meetings, writing stories and
weekly editori-als, taking photographs, and selling ads, Mabel worked the arm on the wing
mailer and slapped name stickers on each freshly printed copy un-til, as she liked to tell Patricia,
“the pile on the left goes way down and the pile on the right climbs to a mountain.” (Patricia
herself attended to the wrapping and stamping of the papers, and Paul and his brother deliv-
ered the lot of them to the post office.)Mabel had performed this strenuous Wednesday routine
more than five hundred times in the ten years that she and Paul had been publishing the Topic.
She’d missed only two issues— once when she’d been briefly hospitalized and once the
previous summer, when she’d traveled to Illi-nois to accept a journalism award. But when, in the
wee hours of December 18, rumors of a white woman’s rape began to circulate, Mabel deviated
from her normal Wednesday routine and instead followed her reportorial instincts. They took her
to Okahumpka, where she’d heard that residents of North Quarters were being harassed. There
she found that Sheriff McCall’s deputies were not only terrorizing the residents but also arresting
on suspicion virtually every young black male in the neighborhood. One of them described how
Negro suspects were being rounded up and taken in by up to five carloads at a time. “They woke
me up at two a.m. and told me I would get the electric chair if they didn’t kill me beforehand,” he
said. Another Okahumpka resident told Mabel, “They took in thirty- three of our menfolk. Not just
men, but boys, too . . . A body couldn’t do anything but wait for ’em to come pounding on the
door.”By daybreak, Mabel had pages of notes to transcribe, and they reverberated with fear—
fear that, once again, the Lake County Sheriff’s Department was indiscriminately rounding up
young black men, and that, once again, violence would come of it. “A restlessness began to run
through the quarters,” Mabel wrote, “and it mounted steadily.” --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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PRAISE FOR BENEATH A RUTHLESS SUN“Exposes the sinister complexity of American
racism . . . King tells this . . . story with grace and sensitivity, and his narrative never flags. His
mastery of the materials is complete.”—Jeffrey Toobin, The New York Times Book
Review“Riveting . . . King recounts this perplexing story with compassion and a vibrant sense of
time and place . . . [a] sobering but expertly told saga.”—The Washington Post“Chilling . . . Truth
oftentimes beggars belief, and the ‘true’ in ‘true crime’ can be a promise that betrays as much as
it entices. Not so with Gilbert King’s scorching, compelling, and—unfortunately—still entirely
relevant new work.”—NPR“A gripping tale of entrenched racism and complicity . . . King’s
reporting defies cliché with depth and specificity. He holds to verifiable facts and knows how to
let a story and characters evolve . . . [Beneath a Ruthless Sun] haunts as an uncurtained stare
into history.”—Minneapolis Star Tribune“Remarkable . . . Beneath a Ruthless Sun is multiple
books in one—a gripping true-crime narrative, a deeply wrenching story of American bigotry and
corruption, and an inspiring tale of heroes fired by love and righteous fury.”—The Christian
Science Monitor“A true-crime masterwork.”—Men’s Journal“Pulitzer Prize winner King returns
with a new nonfiction story for those craving a Serial-esque fix . . . King provides a glimpse into
the past that is equal parts enlightening, frustrating, and invariably unputdownable.”—Harper’s
Bazaar“A first-rate crime thriller, built on shocking plot twists and vivid characters . . . This
extraordinary book’s story might have begun more than half a century ago, but it isn’t history.”—
Tampa Bay Times“Painstakingly reported . . . King excels at weaving in the larger social context
of the Ruthless story.”—The Dallas Morning News“Prepare to read Beneath a Ruthless Sun
more than once—several stories are woven through this meticulously researched nonfiction
account of how justice cheated nineteen-year-old Jesse Daniels . . . [King’s] style is gentle but
insistent. It’s laid out cleanly, with precision and without condemnation . . . And there lies the
secret to the power behind King’s books: truth. He speaks truth to a community that has kept its
lips pursed together for the last sixty years, and we know it.”—Orlando Sentinel“Fascinating and
shocking . . . King’s new book . . . reveals how twisted the ideology of white supremacy is and
how injustice to one minority can easily justify injustice to all minorities.”—The Wichita Eagle“A
powerful page-turner.”—Garden & Gun“A book for true-crime aficionados as well as anyone
interested in criminal justice reform . . . King delves into a complicated rape case that is rife with
corruption, and in doing so, he shines a light on issues of sex, race, and class.” —Bustle“Pulitzer
Prize winner Gilbert King continues his extraordinary historical autopsy of 1950s and ’60s Lake
County, Florida, and its infamous racist sheriff Willis McCall . . . a fascinating look at the South
and its people in an era many today fondly remember as when America was ‘great.’” —The
Florida Times-Union“Tense and stunning . . . [Beneath a Ruthless Sun’s] taut focus on a single
case also shines a light onto larger issues of racial profiling, police corruption, and the condition
of Florida’s mental institutions.” —BookPage“The perversions of justice under Jim Crow chart a
devious path in this labyrinthine true-crime saga . . . Packed with riveting characters and startling
twists, King’s narrative unfolds like a Southern gothic noir probing the recesses of a poisoned
society.”—Publishers Weekly (starred)“A spellbinding true story of racism, privilege, and official



corruption . . . By turns sobering, frightening, and thrilling, this meticulous account of the power
and tenacity of officially sanctioned racism recalls a dark era that America is still struggling to
leave behind.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred)“This book is every bit as gripping as the author’s
Pulitzer-winning Devil in the Grove . . . Gripping history, vividly told.”—Booklist
(starred)“Compelling, insightful, and important, Gilbert King exposes the corruption of racial
bigotry and animus that shadows a community, a state, and a nation. A fascinating examination
of an injustice story all too familiar and still largely ignored, an engaging and essential read.”—
Bryan Stevenson, author of Just Mercy“In the tradition of Harper Lee, Gilbert King tells the story
of a small Southern town corrupted by racism, a perverse genteel honor, and utter disdain for
poor “crackers.” Three women stand out in this gripping tale of a falsely accused man: an
unrelenting reporter, a mother, and a victim doubly victimized as a pawn of others’ ambitions. In
deftly unraveling a tragic mixture of lies, violence, and hatred, King powerfully reminds us how
the unpalatable beliefs of 1957 haunt us still.”—Nancy Isenberg, author of White Trash“Gilbert
King’s stunning chronicle of race, sex, and power in fatal combination yields so many truly tragic
turns that it’s almost uncanny when goodness endures. With breakneck drama and cold clarity,
Beneath a Ruthless Sun captures the sultry particulars of a uniquely charged place and time as
well as a universal truth about how difficult it is for humans in the aggregate to do the right
thing.”—Diane McWhorter, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Carry Me Home: Birmingham,
Alabama—The Climactic Battle of the Civil Rights RevolutionALSO BY GILBERT KINGDevil in
the Grove: Thurgood Marshall, the Groveland Boys, and the Dawn of a New AmericaThe
Execution of Willie Francis: Race, Murder, and the Search for Justice in the American
SouthRIVERHEAD BOOKSAn imprint of Penguin Random House
LLCpenguinrandomhouse.comCopyright © 2018 by Gilbert KingPenguin supports copyright.
Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and creates a
vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book and for complying with
copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any form without
permission. You are supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to publish books for
every reader.This page constitutes an extension of this copyright page.Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication DataNames: King, Gilbert, author.Title: Beneath a ruthless sun : a true
story of violence, race, and justice lost and found / Gilbert King.Description: New York :
Riverhead Books, 2018. | Includes bibliographical references.Subjects: LCSH: Daniels, Jesse
Delbert, 1938– . | Discrimination in criminal justice administration—Florida.Classification: LCC
HV9955.F6 K56 2018 | DDC 364.15/32092 [B]—dc23LC record available at https://
lccn.loc.gov/2017053110p. cm.First Riverhead hardcover edition: April 2018First Riverhead
trade paperback edition: April 2019Cover design by Grace HanVersion_2FOR MARY JANE
MILES AND IN MEMORY OF DOROTHY KINGTo gain these fruits that have been earned,To
hold these fields that have been won,Our arms have strained, our backs have burned,Bent bare
beneath a ruthless sun.—James Weldon Johnson, “Fifty Years (1863–1913)”Racism has never
been a “simple” story. Ever.—Ta-Nehisi Coates, on TwitterCONTENTSPraise for Beneath a



Ruthless SunAlso by Gilbert KingTitle PageCopyrightDedicationEpigraphAerial View of
OkahumpkaPART ONECHAPTER ONEA Killing FreezeCHAPTER TWOReal
SunshineCHAPTER THREESmoked IrishmanCHAPTER FOURMake TracksCHAPTER
FIVESensational LiesCHAPTER SIXYou Will Not Turn Us DownCHAPTER SEVENNo Suitable
PlaceCHAPTER EIGHTWell-Laid PlanCHAPTER NINESo Much Race PrideCHAPTER
TENDon’t Talk to Me About Conscience, LadyPART TWOCHAPTER ELEVENWay of
JusticeCHAPTER TWELVEIf It Takes All SummerCHAPTER THIRTEENTroubled by
ItCHAPTER FOURTEENFaith in BlancheCHAPTER FIFTEENSomeone Should Write a
BookCHAPTER SIXTEENWhether They Be White or BlackCHAPTER SEVENTEENA
Newspaper WomanEpilogueAcknowledgmentsNotesIndexPhoto CreditsAerial view of
OkahumpkaPART ONEOkahumpka teen Jesse DanielsCHAPTER ONEA Killing FreezeIN
OKAHUMPKA he was known as the boy on the bike. Most any afternoon, as soon as he heard
the Atlantic Coast Line train blow its whistle on its approach to the depot a few miles south of
Leesburg, he would be pedaling his way to pick up the afternoon post. At Fate Merritt’s grocery,
Mayo Carlton might grab hold of the store fiddle and play “Mary Had a Little Lamb” for him while
postmaster Sallie Reeves sorted the mail in the next room. Buster Beach would be there, too,
well before the West Coast Champion arrived, to share the day’s gossip or to tell the boy a corn-
fed tale. The men of Okahumpka spoke kindly to him. They’d offer him a wedge of tangerine and
tousle his uncombed hair with their meaty, sunbaked hands. They were sure to ask about his
daddy.Some days the boy would linger at the grocery, a nickel in his palm, his eyes on the penny
treats, until Mr. Merritt would hand him his favorite Black Cow candy and patiently narrate the
financial transaction. The boy would smile and say thank you, but the arithmetic lesson would be
lost on him by the time he reached the door.Other boys and girls his age had finished high
school, but Jesse Delbert Daniels had fallen behind early. It had taken him four years to pass the
third grade, and by the age of sixteen he had advanced only two more. He was “not educable,”
the fifth-grade teacher at Leesburg Elementary School told his mother, and although he’d been
granted a social promotion, it came with the condolatory recommendation that he be withdrawn
from further schooling.The mail pocketed in his baggy trousers, and the trousers tucked into his
socks so they’d not catch in the bike’s greasy chain, the boy would pedal back toward home. The
way took him by the fishing hole where he often passed his days. Often Jesse would dawdle,
mail in pocket, with no notice of the hours passing, until he found himself caught in a summer
downpour. The torrential afternoon rain soaking his hair and clothes, he would stand up on the
pedals and lean into the blustery wind while the clay kicking up from the tires spattered his pants
and shirt. His mother, Pearl, would rush him inside their humble wooden house, take the wet
mail, and dry him briskly with a towel. She’d remind him to pedal home fast when the sky over
Sumterville began to darken, and Jesse would say, “Sorry, Mama.” But he’d be no more mindful
the next time he saw cascades of black and gray clouds billowing in the west, and he’d hear no
alarm in the volleys of distant thunder.Jesse’s rides almost always took him past the fifty-four-
acre Knowles estate off Bugg Spring Road. The imposing two-story Georgian frame house with



two white columns on its front porch stood grandly among oaks and palm trees and a small
grove of Florida pines that towered over the surrounding fields and scrub. Joe Knowles
sometimes hired Jesse for seasonal work there. In summer it was watermelons. The fifty-pound
Garrisons and Tom Watsons demanded more strength to pick, load, and pack without bruising
than a scrawny boy could offer, however. While some Lake County farmers hired white football
players from Leesburg High, who took the opportunity to bulk up their muscles “pitchin’ melons,”
Jesse usually worked with black laborers, trailing behind the “cutters.” Alongside pint-sized
Negro boys, brush in one hand and in the other a jar of thick copper sulfate paste, he’d paint the
freshly cut stems to reduce the threat of parasitic fungi. Or he’d glue labels on melons before
they were stacked in the railcars. When spring came around, Jesse got hired on to drop seeds
for a new crop and to fertilize the young vines for eighty-five cents an hour.The money was
needed. Jesse’s father, Charles, was an illiterate sixty-nine-year-old veteran of World War I with
a long history of arthritis as well as a debilitating heart condition that, for the past decade, had
rendered him unemployable. His meager monthly welfare benefits and Army pension could not
keep pace with the family’s rent increases, and almost yearly, they’d had to relocate from
Okahumpka to ever smaller houses in ever more remote corners of Lake County—Yalaha,
Howey-in-the-Hills—until they’d settled, once again, in rural Okahumpka.Jesse’s mother, Pearl,
was twenty-six years younger than her husband, but likewise debilitated by a weak heart. She
had had four miscarriages before Jesse was born in 1938, and would go on to suffer two more.
During her pregnancy with Jesse she’d been stricken with malaria, which devastated large
swaths of the American South in the 1930s, as a growing number of poor people built shacks in
swampland. Doctors had therefore advised Pearl to wean the newborn quickly, but Jesse’s
health was precarious, too. In infancy he contracted whooping cough, and in childhood he
suffered three bouts of rheumatic fever. The second attack, at age ten, left him “slow to think,” as
Pearl put it, and the last, at sixteen, left him with a stammer and perhaps damage to his heart
valves.In 1956, Pearl had applied to have Jesse admitted to the Florida Farm Colony for
Epileptic and Feeble-Minded Persons in Gainesville, a state-funded facility that had been
established in 1919 to habilitate children with mental deficiencies. Pearl saw the Colony as an
opportunity to give her son a more independent and productive adult life. Using Intelligence
Quotient testing developed by the French psychologists Alfred Binet and Theodore Simon in
1905, the institution adhered to a classification system for the “feeble-minded.” Jesse was an
“imbecile,” with an IQ in the 25–55 range, not as high-functioning as the “morons,” whose IQs
measured in the 55–75 range, but capable of being trained to perform repetitive tasks. By 1956,
however, the Colony had become congested with bedridden “idiots”—persons with IQs below
25, who had “difficulties communicating and [were] often incontinent”—and as their discharge
was infrequent, no bed was available for Jesse. Pearl had had to accept that her boy would have
to make do with eighty-five-cent hours in the citrus groves and melon patches of Lake County.By
the spring of 1957, the Danielses were renting an unpainted, weather-beaten four-room wood-
frame house that stood on pilings amid a cluster of similar homes on tiny lots along Bay Avenue.



With a corrugated metal roof overhanging a short front porch outside and a tin wood-burning
stove inside, such Florida Cracker houses had become as familiar as any feature in the rural
landscape of northern and central Florida. Only clay County Road 470 separated them from the
even smaller, vertical-boarded shacks of the Negro families on North Quarters Road—a vestige
of slavery times when blacks lived in clusters of cabins often called “the quarters.”The Danielses
“kept to themselves and didn’t interact with others much,” a neighbor recalled. “They were quiet
and depressed-looking. Like those Dust Bowl photographs of migrants from the Depression.
Their lives were hard.” Another neighbor, Carlton “Red” Fussell, remembered the family as “near
starvation.” Red’s father, Lewis, had hosted weekly fish fries to feed Okahumpka’s poor during
the Depression, and in the winter, when he killed a hog, he’d have his son deliver a shoulder of
fresh pork to Pearl, along with some homemade cane syrup stored in old whiskey bottles. “My
daddy would help anyone if they looked like they needed it,” Red recalled. Summers, too, were
oppressive for workers who toiled in the shadeless melon patches of Lake County. Mr. Knowles
would admonish Jesse and the other pickers about the dangers of sunstroke. “Don’t let the bear
get you,” he’d say. None of them could afford to be treated in local hospitals, and if severely
afflicted, they might be unable to work for a week or more—an economic hardship on their
families. Pearl continually reminded her son to drink plenty of water, especially in the sweltering
afternoon heat. From season to season, her worries about the boy never abated.—SINCE THE
FALL OF 1957, there had been constant rumblings in the skies over Cape Canaveral, eighty
miles to the east of Lake County. Ballistic missiles with names like Thor and Jupiter and Snark
glowed like Roman candles as they soared over the groves of Okahumpka and ripped through
the ragged clouds above. America’s Space Race with the Soviet Union had hit full throttle, and
as the two nations battled for aeronautic supremacy, unannounced launches on the coast had
become a part of everyday life in east central Florida. Not all of the American rockets ascended
with grace. Many failed spectacularly, their engines losing thrust at liftoff or exploding on the pad
or bursting into flames over the Atlantic. One long-range missile, failing to respond to controls,
was last seen “headed for the jungles of Brazil.” Another crashed fifty miles to the south, just
outside a popular Vero Beach restaurant, blowing out its windows. Undeterred, scientists and
engineers kept trying. By day and by night, the giant, liquid-fueled cylinders, shaking the earth
along Florida’s coastline as they shot skyward like flaming white arrows, afforded irrefutable
evidence that a new age had begun.“The character of east central Florida is changing nearly as
fast as the rockets that streak across the sky from Cape Canaveral,” the New York Times
reported. Governor LeRoy Collins had prioritized Florida’s commitment to the space industry,
and the military, as well as aviation and defense corporations like Northrop, Douglas, Boeing,
and Martin, had been flocking to the region. Relocated engineers and their families made
temporary households in the roadside hotels that had sprouted up along highway A1A in the
booming town of Cocoa Beach. Market centers were mushrooming in the scrubland and swamp,
and luxury hotels, real estate, and banking were booming as the population swelled. New
schools were needed, and new highways, airports, and waterways.Scores upon scores of the



missile industry’s support workers were packed into blistering-hot trailer offices that one
newspaper deemed to be “the worst sweatshops this side of New York’s garment jungle.” The
workers and their families lived in overcrowded trailer courts, and their low wages pushed more
and more of them inland, where ultimately they took refuge in makeshift homes at the edge of
undrained, mosquito-infested swamps.Orlando, long the epicenter of Florida’s thriving citrus
business, was deep in “the grip of a giant fist of change” by 1957. But all evidence of central
Florida’s transformation halted at the Lake County line. The citrus elite cared not to trail the
flaming paths of missiles in the sky, and on the ground they were spared the unsightly sprawl
generated by the aerospace “glamour” industries. Indeed, as the Times reported, “some of the
old-line citrus growers, financially secure, resent the thrust of industrialization.” For while cattle
ranching still counted as a major industry across central Florida, it was agriculture—particularly
the profit from millions of orange trees—that made and kept the area so independently
prosperous that it needed no help from Governor Collins and his cadre of out-of-state investors.
Lake County alone took in nearly $25 million from citrus in 1956, more than the entire state of
California. The county finished construction on the 226-foot-tall Florida Citrus Tower in Clermont
that same year, in which half a million tourists would ascend to the observation deck to gaze
over miles of orange groves in every direction. It was a time and place, one journalist observed,
when “citrus was king, and Lake was where the princes lived.”Secure in their cocoons of wealth
and privilege, the citrus princes barely felt the crisis in confidence that shook the country when,
despite the best efforts of the U.S. military and Florida’s burgeoning defense industry, America
failed to outstrip its Cold War competitor in the Space Race. On October 4, 1957, the USSR
succeeded in placing the first artificial satellite, Sputnik 1, into orbit. A month later, the Russians
launched Sputnik 2, and Laika, a stray dog from the streets of Moscow, became the first animal
to orbit the earth.President Eisenhower had pinned the nation’s best hopes of demonstrating
primacy in the Space Race to the Cape Canaveral launch of the first Vanguard rocket on
December 6. It proved to be a disaster. The flight, broadcast live on national television, lasted
barely two seconds after liftoff. Four feet from the ground, the rocket crashed back onto the
launchpad, toppled over, and exploded. Across east central Florida, in their cramped homes at
the edge of swamps, thousands of Florida’s “space itinerants” stared in horror and disbelief at
their black-and-white screens, wondering what future this strange, unforgiving wasteland held
for them.The princes of Lake County, meanwhile, continued to thrive. With kingdoms of
orchards, they had no desire to conquer the skies, and no suspicion that from them would soon
arrive an unimagined misfortune.—ON DECEMBER 10, 1957, a blast of Arctic air bore down on
the American Midwest. In Okahumpka, farmers and citrus growers prepared for battle as high
winds forced the cold front south. They lit smudge pots and built bonfires—fat pine, diesel fuel,
and old tires set aflame in pyres a hundred yards long—to keep the orchards and citrus groves
warm. Attended by black-eyed “smudgers,” the fires smoldered all night, reeking of scorched
rubber and spewing thick black soot into the groves.Farmers with crops near canals raised the
water table in an effort to keep the ground warm. Others flew crop dusters at low altitude to



douse the groves with water; extra water in the soil would store more heat from the sun, which
would help neutralize the chill at night. Ice, as every Florida grove owner was keenly aware,
begins to form in citrus tissue at 28 degrees Fahrenheit, and more than four hours at or below
that temperature would irreversibly damage the fruit.By Wednesday, December 11, Lake County
farmers, eyeing their thermometers, were bracing for the inevitable. Warren Johnson, head of the
Florida Frost Warning Service, had issued a statement as dour as it was discouraging: “Hard
freeze in North and Central Districts and frost and freezing temperatures in Southern districts
Thursday morning.” Snow was falling in Jacksonville, and the coldest front of the season was
moving rapidly to the south with winds gusting 20 to 35 miles per hour. Twenty-five people had
been killed in fires caused by overheated stoves, and the national death toll from exposure had
already reached fifty.Florida vegetable farmer W. E. Tyler took one final, stoical glance at his
forty-five-acre tomato crop and decided to go hunting. “The freeze killed the whole crop,” he
lamented. “That’s the chance you take when you plant in the fall. I never had time to go hunting
before, but now I don’t have to worry about the tomatoes.”Still, at the peak of the holiday
shipping season, Okahumpka’s citrus men clung to the hope that they might somehow salvage
enough fruit to meet the demand. In advance of the freeze, they dispatched armies of pickers
into the groves with twenty-four-foot ladders, to attempt to pick as much of the crop as possible.
More vital than saving the crop, however, was saving the trees themselves. With the freeze
looming, everyone in the community was expected to pitch in. For two straight days, from sunup
to sundown, Jesse Daniels, his nostrils blackened and burning from the oily soot in the air,
worked alongside other locals, including women and children, building banks—cone-shaped
piles of sand two to three feet high—around the bottoms of the trunks. “It was hard work,” Jesse
recalled. “Made my whole body ache.”With each hour after the sun set on Thursday, December
12, the farmers’ hopes dwindled. The temperature dropped to 12 degrees overnight, and the
following morning Warren Johnson’s office tersely declared the freeze a “major disaster” for the
state. Temple oranges and tangerines had been especially hard hit, and scores of citrus
shippers and juice-concentrate plants across the state closed for the day to assess the damage.
The product to fill an estimated ninety million boxes had gone unharvested.That Friday, Jesse
Daniels again got up at dawn to prepare for another long day’s labor in the groves. At least he’d
not be soil-banking. Instead, he’d join the fruit pickers at local groves, where they’d harvest a
crop of mid-season Parson Brown oranges. The Parson Browns not only offered sweetness but
also tolerated cold, even into the teens, and citrus growers like Joe Knowles were trusting that
the frozen oranges would still be acceptable for the production of concentrate. They would have
to be picked immediately, however, and the juice would have to be squeezed from the fruit within
days. Pressed for time, grove owners competed for available workers, who, under such
circumstances, could count on receiving a little more than the usual twenty cents per box of
picked oranges.Pearl Daniels made sure her son was properly dressed for the weather. Jesse
didn’t own a pair of gloves, so she protected his hands with two pairs of socks. At the grove,
Jesse helped in the “cleaning out”: gathering the fruit that hung inward on the frosty branches or



that hung low on the trees but was obscured by the pickers’ ladders. With the harvest from the
injured trees, Joe Knowles was striving to cut his losses against the impact of the freeze as well
as a rumored statewide citrus embargo by the Florida Citrus Commission, which would prohibit
the use of freeze-damaged oranges in producing concentrate. Should damaged oranges go to
market, the commission reasoned, consumers and dealers were likely to be wary of Florida fruit
for years to come. The state had not imposed an embargo since the freeze of 1948, however,
and Knowles was determined to ship as much product as possible before the ban took
effect.The next few days brought a return of moderate temperatures to the region—too
moderate, in fact, up into the mid-seventies. With the rapid warming the leaves on even the
strongest trees turned brittle; then they took on the burnt reddish cast every grower feared: the
unmistakable indicator of severely freeze-damaged trees. Early surveys from the state’s
Agriculture Disaster Committee estimated the losses to citrus growers at fifty to a hundred
million dollars. The governor’s forecast was even more dire; he told his cabinet that as much as
75 percent of the state’s orange crop had been lost. He was therefore planning to meet, on the
evening of December 17, with citrus-industry leaders who were arriving in nearby Ocala to
discuss emergency federal loans and other assistance. “I do not know what we can do,” Collins
said, “but we should do everything possible.”—LATE IN THE EVENING OF THE 17TH, in a
ranch house east of Eustis, Noel Griffin Jr. was lying asleep in bed with his wife, June, when the
telephone rang, startling them both. It was Sheriff Willis McCall, with an urgent ten-eight that put
his twenty-nine-year-old deputy into immediate service. A woman had been raped in Okahumpka
—a woman “from an important family.” Still groggy, Griffin was thinking he should ask the street
address when the sheriff spluttered the victim’s name. Griffin no longer needed to ask the
address.The deputy jumped into his uniform and holstered his revolver. Okahumpka lay twenty-
five miles southwest of Griffin’s ranch, but at this late hour, with Griffin’s much-reputed lead foot
applied to the accelerator of his 1956 Plymouth Belvedere, it wouldn’t take long to get there.
Cherry top flashing, he ran the red light past the courthouse in Tavares, then raced west on U.S.
Route 441 toward Leesburg, where so many of the state’s citrus barons lived. On the outskirts of
town, he sped by the vibrant neon sign announcing the BIG ASS MOTEL. Local kids with air
rifles had so unfailingly shot out the sign’s second neon-tubed B that the motel’s owner had
finally given up on fixing it. Few people in Lake County knew it as the Big Bass, anyway.Minutes
away from Okahumpka, Griffin picked up the radio crackle of McCall’s voice. All deputies
converging on the scene were receiving the sheriff’s command: “Round up every nigger you
see.” Griffin followed the flashing red lights of the other cruisers into North Quarters, a pocket of
small unpainted shacks. His high beams cut into the dazed eyes of black women roused from
bed in the middle of the night, standing silent outside their homes or bouncing sleepy babies in
their arms as they paced. Griffin stepped out of his Plymouth. Up and down the road, harried
deputies were shuttling shirtless young black men away in handcuffs. Barking hounds were
pulling their white handlers into homes yet to be searched.“Evvie!”Griffin turned at the sound of
his nickname, a relic of his childhood inability to pronounce a shortened version of his middle



name, Edward. It was Doug Sewell, tugging a cuffed Negro by the arm. “Take in every swinging
dick,” Sewell told him.The cacophony continued through daybreak. Griffin thrust three young
men into the back of his Plymouth and hauled them off to the jail in Tavares, where two other
deputies were interrogating suspects. Curious white neighbors from South Quarters ventured
onto the scene and stood in the gray light, speculating, nodding and gossiping as the last of the
deputies’ cars packed with the black boys of Okahumpka lurched into gear and sped north
through boundless acres of rotting citrus.—JESSE DANIELS WOKE on the morning of
Wednesday, December 18, to the sound of a car churning sand outside. “Uh-oh,” he said to his
mother, who was busy fixing breakfast for Charles, “there’s a deputy car.”“Jesse,” Pearl said, “I
need some things at the grocery. Why don’t you bike down there for me, and maybe you’ll hear
what happened.”“Okay, Mama,” Jesse replied. “Maybe I can get to talk to a deputy—”“No, son,”
Pearl interrupted—she always tried to protect Jesse from “unkind” people, strangers who might
mock him for his stutter and childlike speech—“you just listen.”In minutes Jesse was on his way
down to Merritt’s. He spotted a deputy’s Plymouth parked in front. He laid down his bike, went
inside, and sidled up to the lawman.Half an hour later, Jesse returned home from the store with
the flour his mother had wanted. He looked shocked and embarrassed, and he was hesitant to
speak.“I found out,” he stammered. “A Negro raped a white woman.” And added, “I think I know
what that means.”—FOR MABEL NORRIS REESE, Wednesdays had a special routine.
Wednesday was the day the Mount Dora Topic, the weekly newspaper that she and her
husband, Paul, owned and ran, went to press. The alarm clock would go off at four a.m. in their
house on Morningside Drive in Sylvan Shores, a small, upscale community of Mediterranean
Revival and ranch homes along the west side of Lake Gertrude. Within the hour, Mabel would be
barreling along the few miles to the Topic’s office in downtown Mount Dora. There she’d go over
that week’s edition, making corrections in the lead galleys, before heading back home to cook
breakfast for Paul and their daughter, Patricia.Once Patricia had been seen off to school, Mabel
would return to the office with Paul for the long hours ahead. Side by side, they would dress up
the pages of the newspaper together. Harold Rawley, who ran the Linotype machine, would set
the pages one metal line of type at a time, to be inked and printed later that night on the Old
Topper, the Topic’s big press. Mrs. Downs, a seventy-two-year-old widow who had taken over the
print work from her late husband, would stand in the hot air atop the press platform, feeding
sheets of paper into the jaws of the loud, cranky machine that birthed the “inky babies,” as Mabel
called them.In addition to covering meetings, writing stories and weekly editorials, taking
photographs, and selling ads, Mabel worked the arm on the wing mailer and slapped name
stickers on each freshly printed copy until, as she liked to tell Patricia, “the pile on the left goes
way down and the pile on the right climbs to a mountain.” (Patricia herself attended to the
wrapping and stamping of the papers, and Paul and his brother delivered the lot of them to the
post office.)Mabel had performed this strenuous Wednesday routine more than five hundred
times in the ten years that she and Paul had been publishing the Topic. She’d missed only two
issues—once when she’d been briefly hospitalized and once the previous summer, when she’d



traveled to Illinois to accept a journalism award.Sturdy and still stylish at forty-three, Mabel
favored printed cotton shirtwaist dresses, which she sometimes wore with pearls, and with her
bebopper’s cat-eye glasses she was easily spotted out and about in old-fashioned Mount Dora.
This week, she had wrapped herself as well in the warm winter coat she’d had few opportunities
to wear since she’d left Akron, Ohio, a decade before and headed out to sites around Lake
County to see how people had been affected by the freeze.Mount Dora had not been spared, as
many of its wealthier residents had lost their own small groves. But in the camps for seasonal
laborers on the outskirts of town, conditions were far worse, ensuring, Mabel observed, “misery
for the men, women and children who annually make their way to Florida to seek a living as
laborers.” Lured by ads in local newspapers across the country, promising an abundance of
winter work picking fruit in sunny Florida, they’d come to the citrus groves and vegetable farms
of Lake County in droves, “on the proverbial shoe-string,” Mabel wrote. The events of the past
week had shattered their hopes. The Florida Citrus Commission had imposed the threatened
embargo on all fresh fruit, virtually wiping out the one remaining employment possibility for
itinerant pickers. There would be no celery to cut, no tomatoes to harvest, no budding trees to
nurse, and no fruit to pick—not even freeze-damaged fruit.Most of the laborers had arrived in
Lake County without money for a return trip, and they had depended on their first week’s wages
to cover their rent and living expenses. Local police, overwhelmed by requests for food, pointed
the desperate itinerants to the King’s Daughters, a charitable organization. Mabel was moved
both by the workers’ plight and by the “quiet work” of the charity, which provided bus fares and
gasoline for stranded families, as well as mattresses for workers who were sleeping on the bare
floors of houses without electric light or heat.But as the weather had quickly returned to more-
than-seasonable temperatures, what would become known as the 1957 Freeze was almost as
rapidly receding from newspaper headlines into history. So when, in the wee hours of December
18, only a couple of hours before her normal Wednesday routine would have begun, rumors of a
white woman’s rape began to circulate, Mabel was free to follow her reportorial instincts. They
took her to Okahumpka, where she’d heard that residents of North Quarters were being
harassed. There she found that Sheriff McCall’s deputies were not only terrorizing the residents
but also arresting on suspicion virtually every young black male in the neighborhood. One of
them described how Negro suspects were being rounded up and taken in by up to five carloads
at a time. “They woke me up at two a.m. and told me I would get the electric chair if they didn’t kill
me beforehand,” he said. Another Okahumpka resident told Mabel, “They took in thirty-three of
our menfolk. Not just men, but boys, too . . . A body couldn’t do anything but wait for ’em to come
pounding on the door.”By daybreak, Mabel had pages of notes to transcribe, and they
reverberated with fear—fear that, once again, the Lake County Sheriff’s Department was
indiscriminately rounding up young black men, and that, once again, violence would come of it.
“A restlessness began to run through the quarters,” Mabel wrote, “and it mounted
steadily.”Meanwhile, over at the county courthouse in Tavares, deputies James Yates and Leroy
Campbell were interrogating an endless stream of suspects. Ethel Cope, a fifty-three-year-old



maid from Okahumpka, showed up for work that Wednesday morning after a sleepless, uneasy
night, worried that her nephew, eighteen-year-old Sam Wiley Odom, was one of them. She
described to her employers how all night long deputies had ransacked black homes, busting in
and throwing furniture around in the name of the law. One of the young men they’d picked up in
the initial sweep was Sam.Ethel Cope had good reason to worry about her nephew. The victim
was not just any white woman. She was Joe Knowles’s thirty-one-year-old wife, Blanche
Bosanquet Knowles—mother of three young children. Later on Wednesday, Deputy Yates began
eliminating some of the suspects who’d been hauled off to jail for questioning. Sam Wiley Odom
was not among them. Yates hadn’t liked some of the Odom boy’s answers, and he’d cast a hard
eye on the teenager sitting so calmly behind bars. He persuaded McCall to engage the services
of Lieutenant William Donaldson, a polygraph examiner from the Hillsborough County Sheriff’s
Department in Tampa, to aid in the interrogations. Meantime, Sam Wiley Odom wouldn’t be
talking to any lawyers or receiving any family visitors. The boy was going to have to be more
cooperative. He was going to have to start telling Yates the truth.The Knowles family, December
1957CHAPTER TWOReal SunshineIN THE MINUTES after her attacker fled the scene,
Blanche Knowles, alone in the house with her children—her husband, Joe, was out of town—
sprang into action. Still in her nightgown, still trembling in terror, she rushed into the bedroom
where her two boys, eight-year-old David and six-year-old Steve, were sleeping. Trying to remain
calm, she roused them from their beds and hurried them back to her bedroom, where one-year-
old Mary still lay sleeping in a crib. Blanche bolted the door, then picked up the phone. She
dialed Joe’s brother, Tim. No one answered. Shakily, she tried the family attorney, W. F. (“Red”)
Robinson. A few rings brought him to the phone. When she told him what had happened, he
instructed her not to do a thing and said that he’d be there straightaway. It was Robinson, not
Blanche, who called the police.Blanche huddled with her children in the dark. With the flashlight
on the bedside table she read the time on the clock: It was 1:25 a.m. Less than half an hour later,
Robinson arrived in Deputy James Yates’s car; they were followed by other deputies from the
Lake County Sheriff’s Department. Blanche carried Mary down the stairs and out onto the front
porch, the two boys, still in their pajamas, trailing after her. The wail of the police cruisers’ sirens
pierced the night and the glow from their flashing red lights danced across a canopy of Spanish
moss. Yates pulled Blanche aside to take her statement, with Robinson standing by. Without
hesitation, she provided him with an account of the incident and a description of her attacker.
She told him she had been “raped by a Negro”—a young Negro, “with bushy hair.” After leaving
her bedroom, she said, the man had taken a tumble down the staircase and busted out of the
house through the back screen door.Immediately Yates radioed McCall, who in turn put out the
call to his deputies to sweep the Quarters. On McCall’s orders, too, Yates assumed the lead in
the investigation. In light of the information taken from the victim, he headed to the rear of the
Knowles home. There, flashlight in hand, squatting in the sandy soil, he located diamond-
shaped heel prints that he followed to a set of tire tracks in the clay on the north side of County
Road 470. Already confident that the tracks had been laid by the perpetrator’s getaway car,



Yates was eager to have them cast in plaster. The piece of evidence that most drew Yates’s
attention, though, was discovered by his longtime partner, Deputy Leroy Campbell: A pair of
“soiled” men’s undershorts, size 34, lay to the south of the front door. The scent on the
undershorts excited the hounds at the scene, and they pulled deputies in the direction of the
Quarters. As more deputies appeared on the scene, Yates dispatched them to the Quarters as
well.Red Robinson arranged to have Blanche and the Knowles children driven in a police car to
his house in the Palmora Park section of Leesburg, to spend the night. Once they arrived,
Robinson summoned the Knowles family physician, Dr. Durham Young. Upon observing that
Blanche was “highly nervous and quite upset,” he gave her a “tablet to settle her nerves.” Then
he accompanied her to the local hospital in Leesburg, where, at around 2:45 a.m., he performed
an examination that revealed evidence of “sexual intercourse within a twenty-four-hour period
preceding” the exam. He also observed “no bruising or other physical injury and none was
complained of,” and went on to note that Blanche “was a rather stoic type of person and was not
hysterical and was quite herself and very well composed under the circumstances.” His
examination complete, Young gave Blanche a shot of sedative, and Robinson drove her back to
his home in Palmora Park. Efforts were being made to locate her husband, the attorney assured
her. With that solace and the sedative, Blanche was finally able to fall into a deep sleep.The
family’s Christmas card that year had shown the Knowleses posed formally at the window of
their Okahumpka living room. Blanche, in dress and heels, and dark lipstick, is sitting with Mary
propped on her lap; David stands on the right and Steve on the left, both of them in pin-striped
blazers and bow ties. Behind them hulks Joe, in a business suit and crisp white shirt and a tie. In
that same room, with the cold front descending on Florida, the family had gathered to decorate
their Christmas tree in front of a crackling fire. The boys had helped Blanche hang ornaments
while Joe treated them to the holiday croonings of Frank Sinatra and Nat King Cole on the
record player. Outside, on the dozens of acres of citrus where, in warmer weather, the boys
climbed trees and hauled a little wagon packed with sandwiches and fruit that Blanche prepared
for their picnics, smudgers, their faces black with soot, were attempting to ward off the worst of
the cold by “firing the groves” off Bugg Spring.On the morning of December 18, though, the
Knowles boys awoke in strange beds in a strange house, its windows offering no familiar view of
the citrus groves, and their mother told them they would not be going home. By then she had
been informed by Robinson that Sam Powell, her husband’s close friend, had driven to Tampa to
locate Joe and bring him back to Lake County. Meanwhile, the sheriff’s department, Robinson
had also reported, was leaving no stone unturned in its efforts to apprehend the young Negro
who had raped her.The lives of the family in the Christmas portrait had been altered, irreversibly.
—THE ELDEST OF FIVE CHILDREN, Blanche Bosanquet had grown up in a proud, tradition-
steeped family on Fair Oaks, a grand estate in the small citrus town of Fruitland Park, just ten
miles north of Okahumpka and only a few miles north of Robinson’s Leesburg home. The
Bosanquets’ house, by far the largest in a town of fewer than five hundred people, was a
sprawling eleven-room mansion that had been built by Blanche’s British ancestors when the site



of the estate was the colony of Chetwynd.The Bosanquets traced their pedigree back to
seventeenth-century France. As Huguenots, they had been driven from their Catholic homeland
to Protestant England. By the nineteenth century, they had established a generations-long
dynasty of bankers and merchants with close ties to the British crown and the East India Trading
Company. Blanche’s grandfather Louis Percival Bosanquet left London in 1888, at the age of
twenty-three, to join his older brother, Augustus, in central Florida. Like dozens of other wealthy
young English bachelors in the area, the Bosanquet brothers were seized by “citrus fever.”
Together, they purchased one hundred acres of land bordering Zephyr Lake in Chetwynd from a
freed slave. Relying on skilled black laborers, they set about building Fair Oaks from the rosin-
rich cores of the region’s plentiful yellow pines, because rosin deterred termites. They dedicated
twenty acres of the land to citrus, mostly oranges and mandarins; the rest they cultivated with
seeds imported from their native England and thus introduced to Florida fruit like the Red
Ceylon, a tropical peach that would become widely popular.In her novel Golden Apples, Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings dubbed such young Englishmen “remittance men”—black sheep who were
provided a monthly remittance by their wealthy families back in England so long as they stayed
out of the country. Blanche’s father, Alfred Bosanquet, did not view settlers like his father and
uncle as ne’er-do-wells or irresponsible adventurers, however, and in a speech he gave to
Chetwynd descendants, he set the record straight: “The young men who came here were
interested in grove culture, travel, and a new country, and were sons of good English families.”
They worked and studied hard; no doubt they played hard, too, and always they maintained their
“English pride,” never more so than on Sunday mornings when, handsome in their “white riding
breeches, white jackets and red scarfs,” they’d ride through the woods to Holy Trinity Episcopal
Church, which the Bosanquets had been instrumental in founding and constructing.Bosanquet
family lore had it that twenty-five-year-old Ellen Lewis Hall of Marietta, Ohio, riding past Fair
Oaks on a visit to her mother’s Fruitland Park home in the fall of 1891, caught Louis’s eye from
an upstairs bedroom window—although, in another version of their first encounter, it was he who
was riding by the Hall house when he spotted the young Ellen, possibly dressed only in her
nightgown, at her bedroom window. However their courtship started, it ended in what was, in
Chetwynd at least, a scandalous marriage, for the Bosanquets vaunted their ties with English
royalty, and Ellen Lewis Hall was a descendant of Betty Washington Lewis, a sister of George
Washington, “who stole the United States from Great Britain.”When Augustus Bosanquet
departed Florida to assume the post of secretary of the Royal British Club in Lisbon, Portugal,
Louis claimed Fair Oaks as his own. With a staff of black caretakers, he and Ellen maintained the
mansion, the citrus groves, a vegetable garden, livestock, chickens, and a stable on the
property. Louis proved to be a “horticulturist extraordinaire,” cultivating around the mansion more
than a thousand varieties of trees, including camphors from India and hibiscus from Hawaii—to
say nothing of “14 varieties of bamboo; at least 14 varieties of palms; 100 varieties of fancy-leaf
caladium; 75 varieties of roses; 16 varieties of cranium lilies along with citrons, which bore a
heavy crop annually”—and amassing what was reputed to be the most extensive horticultural



library in the state. He would in time hybridize a magenta lily, Crinum “Ellen Bosanquet,” named
for his wife, as well as a small lavender one, the Crinum “Louis Bosanquet”—both of which
would be introduced commercially.Chetwynd exposed the English citrus arrivistes to
environmental challenges they hadn’t encountered before. The heat could be relentless, the
humidity oppressive, the rains torrential—not to mention the abundance of mosquitoes,
alligators, panthers, snakes, and other “wild animals that roamed the land and ate their crops.”
The climate forced the young Brits to abandon at least some of their boarding school formalities,
Eton and Cambridge be damned. “This is a nether region,” wrote one of them. “Because of it we
have not been obliged to adapt civilized manners such as wearing coats and ties at dinner.” By
the end of the decade, however, with their businesses burgeoning and their fortunes growing,
Chetwynd seemed to them less a netherworld than a tropical paradise.“The Blizzard” changed
all that. Much as would happen more than sixty years hence, as 1894 was nearing its end a
brutal cold front from the north descended on Florida. Temperatures dropped as low as 13
degrees, and within three days an entire year’s citrus crop had been destroyed, most of it on the
tree. An unseasonably warm, wet January subsequently engorged the trees with an abundance
of sap, and when a second, equally bitter freeze—“The Blizzard”—arrived in central Florida a
few weeks later, it caused the sap-filled trees to literally explode, “the sounds of their cracking
and splitting limbs and boughs echoing over the desolate landscape.”“The disaster is
overwhelming,” one Lake County resident entered in his diary. “Don’t know how we will come out
of it. No Sunday School. Too cold. Everyone feels about as blue as can be.” Another local walked
into the middle of his hundred-acre grove, “looked at what was the end of all his dreams and
hopes for the future,” and put a gun to his head. Growers in Mount Dora referred to the calamity
as “Florida’s Funeral.” With no government or state aid to be had, it was “root, hog or die” for the
farmers and growers. The value of their land and homes collapsed. The erstwhile carefree young
Brits were trying now to survive on turtles, rabbits, cabbage—on anything they could scavenge
that unsparing winter. Many of them had no choice but to abandon Chetwynd. The Bosanquets
stayed on; their income-producing properties in London ensured their solvency.In 1897, with
three young daughters toddling about Fair Oaks, Louis and Ellen Bosanquet welcomed a son,
Alfred, into a more hopeful world. Two years later, though, another “Great Blizzard” wreaked
havoc across the South, the fourth hard freeze to strike the grovelands in just two decades.
(Freezes of such devastating magnitude were generally reckoned to occur in Florida just once
every forty years.) The freeze of 1899 was estimated to have killed more than 90 percent of the
state’s citrus trees. Most of the remaining Chetwynd colonists fled. Alfred recalled seeing, as a
child, abandoned houses years after the freeze, the tables still set and blankets still on the beds.
Virtually overnight Chetwynd became a ghost colony; the name disappeared from maps. By the
turn of the century, only fifteen Chetwynd families remained, among them the Bosanquets. They
diversified their crops to limit their exposure to future freezes. In the nearly twenty years it took
for the citrus industry to fully recover, they kept Fair Oaks and Holy Trinity Church free from
debt.By then, Alfred had come of age. In 1925, accompanying his indefatigable brother-in-law,



David Newell, on a hunting trip in Missouri, he met Ruth Marion Ward, the daughter of an
English-born coffee salesman. After a brief courtship and a wedding in St. Louis, the newlyweds
moved into Fair Oaks with Alfred’s parents. Although Ruth was not wealthy, she was educated
and drawn to the refined sensibilities and social rituals that defined Chetwynd colony life. The
following year, Blanche was born. Four more children followed.By all accounts, Ruth ruled the
roost while Alfred pursued his botanical interests. “An English gentleman always has a garden,”
he was fond of saying, and he took great pleasure in importing plants from around the world.
Ruth sustained Fair Oaks’ most venerated tradition, hosting Sunday-afternoon high tea. Dozens
of tables would be set up on the front lawn to serve finger sandwiches and dainty cakes to the
parishioners who, dressed in their finest, arrived by horse and buggy after the church service.
Ruth would pass on the tradition to Blanche and her two sisters and their Newell cousins, all of
whom continued it well into the twentieth century.Verbal and vivacious as a child, Blanche—or
Bampy, as she was known—crossed proper English manners with native Southern sass. On her
first day of school at Leesburg Elementary, when Ruth presumed to answer the questions with
which the teacher peppered her new pupil, Blanche interrupted. “Who’s going to kindergarten,”
she asked, “you or me?” She was remembered not only as a “chatterbox,” but also as a calm,
sweet, gregarious, independent child, who was as bright—in the words of her first-grade teacher
—as “real sunshine.”For Blanche and her siblings, Fair Oaks was an idyllic place, albeit the idyll
was redolent of a bygone, paternalistic American South. The family still employed various black
caretakers, including Sam and pipe-smoking Lilla, an older married couple who lived just up the
road and served as handyman and cook. A handful of other neighbors did the laundry, milked
the four cows, and made sure the household ran smoothly. After the deaths of Louis (in 1930)
and Ellen (in 1931), Alfred inherited the Bosanquet real estate interests, which included forty-
one rent-rich flats in London.But the prosperity did not last. It may have been the case that
“Daddy wasn’t a good businessman,” as Blanche’s brother Bud recalled, but, in any event, the
Bosanquet interests could not withstand the cataclysmic effects of oncoming world events. After
World War II broke out in Europe, it was difficult to get money out of England. To maintain Fair
Oaks, the family was forced to go into business. Converting Alfred’s formal English garden into a
commercial enterprise that grew flowers for sale rather than for show, they opened a flower shop
in Leesburg. Everyone pitched in. The boys helped with deliveries and the girls assisted Ruth in
the shop. Fancying herself the “floral designer” helped Ruth come to terms with running the
till.Then, in December 1941, the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, and the United States entered
the war. Fear of another sneak attack by air took hold of the nation, especially in Florida with its
thousand-plus miles of vulnerable coastline. In conjunction with the national Aircraft Warning
Service, twenty-four-hour plane-spotting stations situated atop tall buildings and towers
sprouted up across Florida. They were staffed in shifts by volunteers like Alfred Bosanquet, who
made note of any visible plane’s specifics—its altitude, direction, speed, and number of engines
—and transmitted them by radio to a military base in Tampa.“Swear to secrecy,” Alfred bade his
daughter, and she promised never to tell anyone—not her brothers or sisters; not even her



mother—where she went so many evenings. She’d park the family’s Chevrolet convertible by
Earle Fain’s theater and glance about to make sure she hadn’t been followed. Then she’d begin
to climb the fire escape at the rear of the four-story First National Bank, known as “Leesburg’s
skyscraper,” with her father’s dinner in tow—Lilla’s roast pork with his favorite black-eyed peas
and biscuits, still warm from the stove. Blanche wasn’t good with most secrets, but this one,
couched in the demands of patriotism, she took seriously. “I was honored,” she recalled, to be
trusted with keeping her father’s location secret and to be allowed to assist him. While he settled
into his supper, she’d lie back on the blanket spread out on the tar-and-gravel roof and train the
binoculars on the night sky. Friendly plane or shooting star? Whatever Blanche did, she did it
diligently.The bombing of Pearl Harbor brought the war to Leesburg in other unmistakable ways.
Gas rationing limited travel by car, and Blanche’s horseback rides around Fruitland Park and
bicycle rides to Leesburg became a necessity rather than an afternoon’s diversion. To boost
morale for servicemen, the United Service Organizations set up clubs in abandoned buildings,
barns, and even train stations across America. Alfred served on the approval committee for the
Leesburg USO on Main Street, and when Blanche turned sixteen, she volunteered as a junior
hostess at the Saturday-night dances. “There was one short serviceman, and he could polka,”
she recalled. “The minute they’d start up a polka, he’d come over and get me, and we’d be the
only two dancing. I’d never done the polka before, but, boy, we had a good time . . . The soldiers
would start clapping their hands and say, ‘Yeah, Sergeant! Yeah, Sergeant! Yeah, Sergeant!’”As
the war went on, Blanche became a volunteer plane spotter in her own right, as did her cousins.
She and Priscilla Newell often shared shifts on the roof of the bank. Late one afternoon, they
caught sight of the Ku Klux Klan parading down Main Street in their white hoods and robes. The
girls crept up to the edge of the bank’s façade and peeked over, “scared silly that somebody
would look up and see us and come after us,” Priscilla remembered.As a result of the Lend-
Lease Act of 1941, by which foreign allies were provided U.S. military aid, cadets from England’s
Royal Air Force had been arriving at Lodwick Field in Lakeland, Florida, about sixty miles south
of Fruitland Park, to receive pilot training. In Florida, the cadets were spared Britain’s foul
weather, chronic shortages of fuel and aircraft, and Luftwaffe bombings. Thinking that they might
enjoy some English hospitality and the variety and abundance of an American larder, Alfred
made arrangements for seven RAF pilots-in-training to visit Fruitland Park whenever a leave or
time off allowed them the opportunity.At Fair Oaks, the cadets sat down to Lilla’s generous
Southern meals and the high teas now held in their honor on the Bosanquets’ lawn. They
enjoyed, too, the attentions of Blanche and her cousins, and entertained their hosts in turn with
tales of youthful derring-do: how, high in the skies over Florida, they’d discovered some
prankster had planted live snakes in the cockpit; or how, stealthily, in low-glide approaches,
they’d spied on college girls sunbathing nude on rooftops, risking that the coeds might catch the
numbers on their planes and report them to the base.On occasion, cadets would get a week’s
break between class sessions, which would allow them a more leisurely visit with the
Bosanquets. So it happened that Ted Bennett and Fred Mitchell came to stay. And to woo.



Blanche was amused to discover that both pilots seemed to be interested in her and jealous of
each other, and even more amused that her mother confused one with the other, determined
though each was to make a singular impression.It was Ted, the nineteen-year-old son of a
shipping company secretary from the East End of London, who captured Blanche’s affections.
The photo album she kept, chronicling the wartime experience in Lake County, included photos
of various cadets posing or horsing around with Blanche and her sisters and cousins at Fair
Oaks, but the fellow it featured most was Ted. There he was, reclining in a rowboat on nearby
Zephyr Lake; having Blanche straighten his tie; riding shotgun in the convertible, with Blanche at
the wheel; walking hand in hand with her down a dirt road in Fruitland Park; kissing her as she
leaned against the open door of the Chevy, her hands clasped around his neck.From time to
time, Blanche and her sisters and cousins, accompanied by Ruth, visited the pilots at Lodwick
Field in Lakeland, and in August 1942, she and her mother made the six-hour drive to Napier
Field in Dothan, Alabama, for Ted’s graduation ceremony. He was initially stationed to
Montgomery, but he and Blanche still managed to see each other on the occasional weekend,
and for her birthday, he sent her flowers from the family’s shop. Ruth herself took down the
accompanying message: “Hello, Darling, wish we could spend this leave together. Miss you very
much, all my love, Edward.”Come September, Blanche began her freshman year at Florida State
College for Women in Tallahassee, and Ted was sent to the European Theater. By late
September, he had successfully completed nineteen bombing operations, most of them over
France, in support of land forces, and a few over Germany that targeted weapons and fuel
facilities. One day soon thereafter, Ruth arrived unexpectedly in Tallahassee, saying she thought
Blanche might like to come home to Fruitland Park for the weekend. At home, Blanche learned
that Ted was missing in action. On September 24, he and six crew members had set out across
the English Channel toward Calais, when they encountered heavy German anti-aircraft fire from
the ground. In a letter Ted had written before the ill-fated mission, he urged her not to lose heart
if ever he were reported to be missing in action. According to Bud, the letter said, “I might be
alive in Germany,” and in it, the Englishman went on to explain that it wasn’t uncommon for RAF
pilots and their crews, after they’d been shot down, to be taken as prisoners of war. It could be
many months, Ted cautioned, before news of their survival made it back to loved ones. So
instead of grieving, Blanche abided by Ted’s urging and chose to believe that he was alive in a
German camp, and that soon the war would end and she’d move to England and marry him.
She’d always wanted to travel by ship to England.Blanche’s English pilot did not make it through
the war, as she learned in December. Enemy fire had taken down his plane over Calais. The
news of Ted’s death left Blanche despondent. Still, she carried on at school in Tallahassee.
When she came back home for Christmas, she savored the spirit of the holiday and took comfort
in its familiar routines. Once again she’d waited in the kitchen while Lilla packed a sack of roast
pork and black-eyed peas and biscuits. Then she’d drive into Leesburg, park by Earle Fain’s
theater, and climb the fire escape of the bank to deliver her father his dinner. Lying on the
blanket, she’d scan the sky for a passing shadow or a flicker of light—for any sign of a plane in



lonely, ghostly flight up among the stars.—IT WAS RUTH who took notice of a picture of another
pilot, Joe Knowles, in the Daily Commercial. The accompanying story reminded readers that Joe
had been a football star at Leesburg High School before attending Rollins College on an athletic
scholarship, where he’d also been a member of the basketball, wrestling, boxing, and rowing
teams. He’d spent four years of the war at bases throughout the South, serving as a flight
instructor in the Army Air Corps. Now he was back in Lake County, where he would be going to
work in the family business.What a catch this handsome, square-jawed bachelor looked to be—
and from one of Leesburg’s most successful families. Ruth figured she knew just the girl for him.
Susanna Ward, Ruth’s twenty-six-year-old niece from Webster Groves, Missouri, was spending
the summer of 1947 at Fair Oaks, after a stint in the U.S. Naval Reserve. When Joe stopped by
the flower shop one afternoon to pick up a corsage for his mother, Ruth seized the opportunity
and invited him to dinner at Fair Oaks.Joe had been born in 1916 in North Dakota. His father,
William G. Knowles, was a potato farmer. But when times got tough during the Great
Depression, William announced that the family would be moving south. “We may starve to death
in Florida,” he told them, “but we are not going to freeze to death in North Dakota.” After careful
consideration, he had decided to take his chances in the citrus business. He sold the potato
farm, and he and his wife and three young sons packed everything they owned and moved to
Leesburg.Besides being an exceptional athlete in high school and college, Joe was a hard
worker, and he’d considered following in the career footsteps of his brother Harold, a physician
in Orlando. But when the war broke out, Joe had enlisted in the Army Air Corps, and after his
discharge he’d followed his other brother, Tim, into the family business.At thirty, Joe still carried
the swagger of a star football player, and at Fair Oaks he gave Bud and Gogo, Blanche’s
brothers, some pointers. He impressed Susie Ward, too, with his self-possession and what
seemed a promising future in his family’s commercial ventures; at the time he was working in his
father’s watermelon business. By the end of the evening, Susie was smitten.A few nights later,
Joe called the Bosanquet house. Ruth answered, and Susie, hovering expectantly, waited for her
chatty aunt to pass her the phone. She waited in vain. It was Blanche, home from college for the
summer, with whom Joe wanted to speak. She had not been vying with Susie for Joe’s attention
—“She was just being Bampy,” Bud recalled—but Susie, indignant and aggrieved, accused
Blanche of stealing her boyfriend and returned to Missouri.Bampy and Joe became a couple,
and Joe became a fixture at the Bosanquet house for the rest of the summer. He frequently
played big brother to Bud and Gogo, not always to happy effect. He took issue with the boys’
juvenile, freewheeling approach to Monopoly. “He wanted to play by the exact rules,” Bud said.
“He took the fun out of the game.” They never played it with him again. When he gave twelve-
year-old Gogo coaching in how to block, he’d get a little rough. “He had this big ring,” Bud said,
“and Gogo would end up with all these bruises. Joe thought Gogo was a big baby. He said my
mother babied him, and Gogo soured on Joe after that.”Still, when Blanche returned to college
for what would be her final semester, Bud recalled her as being the happiest she’d been in some
time, and soon thereafter she and Joe were engaged. They set a wedding date for three weeks



after Blanche’s graduation in 1948, and Ruth set herself to planning the ceremony—at Holy
Trinity Church, of course—and reception. “It was a big, big deal in town,” Priscilla remembered,
uniting not just the photogenic couple but also two prominent Lake County families. As befit such
a union, the couple planned to honeymoon in style. They took a driving tour to Niagara Falls and
back, with stops in Charleston, Richmond, Philadelphia, New York, Buffalo, Toronto, Cleveland,
St. Louis, and Birmingham, in a brand-new car, Joe’s surprise wedding gift to Blanche.After the
marriage, Joe quickly began to establish himself as one of the princes of Lake County. He and
his friend Syd Herlong—Albert S. Herlong Jr., of A. S. Herlong Packing Company—became
founding members of Leesburg’s Quarterback Club. Quarterback Clubs were popular
throughout the South, each chapter serving as a social network that knit together the city’s most
powerful men in banking, politics, and business. Every spring, the Leesburg members, many of
them alumni of the University of Florida and its College of Law, would hold a banquet at the local
Elks Lodge. A Florida Gators or other conference coach would address them, and the
membership would pick a Gators road game from the next season’s schedule to attend. Come
that autumn night, all the prominent men of Leesburg would pack their bags and gather at the
city’s downtown train depot. On board, they’d drink scotch, smoke cigars, and play high-stakes
poker as the train rolled through the night. The following morning, the sleeper cars would be
detached from the train and parked in the depot. The club members would sleep all day Friday,
rise in time for dinner and drinks, and carouse all night, retreating to the sleeper cars for naps.
On Saturday, donning their orange Quarterback Club fedoras, they’d head out to the stadium to
cheer on their beloved Gators. “What a trip,” was about the most they’d say upon being met back
in Leesburg by their wives and children. But as their sons grew older, they’d later get a private
rendition of the lively particulars of the weekend, effectively guaranteeing the Quarterback Club
another generation of exclusive membership.—A LITTLE MORE THAN A YEAR after the
wedding, at a Sunday dinner with the Bosanquets and the Newells, Blanche announced that she
was pregnant. The words were barely out of her mouth when her mother blurted out, “Well, I
knew that!”—a pronouncement that scuttled any celebratory toast and prompted an aggravated
response from her son-in-law.“How did you know it?” Joe demanded. “Did Blanche tell
you?”Proudly, Ruth announced that she’d figured it out herself when a friend stopped by the
flower shop and divulged that she’d recently run into Blanche at Dr. Holland’s office. Since
Blanche had chosen not to mention the doctor visit to her mother, Ruth had surmised that her
eldest daughter must be pregnant.“She didn’t like anybody to put anything over on her,” Bud said
of Ruth. “She ought to have kept quiet and said, ‘Oh, good.’ Instead, it got to be a little heated
there with Joe. The two of them were very strong-willed.”Ruth had not had to surmise about her
handsome son-in-law’s willful behavior or the reputation it had earned him. As far back as his
high school days, Joe Knowles’s popularity with the ladies was no secret around Leesburg. Nor
was the fact that now and again, as it pleased him, he enjoyed extramarital
companionship.“Everybody knew Joe had affairs,” said Priscilla Newell. “Women kind of flocked
to Joe.” Certainly Ruth knew, and although she as certainly disapproved, she had not been



about to risk jeopardizing her daughter’s prospects over Joe’s philandering. “Ruth practically
pushed them together,” Priscilla said. “Ruth’s ambition was to make sure that all three of her
daughters got married. Joe was the catch and Aunt Ruth was bound—just determined—to get
him.”Neither before nor after the marriage did Ruth ever broach the subject of Joe’s infidelity with
either her son-in-law or her daughter, at least not to anyone’s knowledge, but she frequently
locked horns with Joe for control over what each purported to be Blanche’s best interests. Ruth
envisioned her daughter, elevated in wealth and status by her marriage, at the center of the
Leesburg social scene Ruth herself so admired. Once the children came, however, Joe decided
that he and Blanche should move into the big house by Bugg Spring in Okahumpka (which he
pronounced “Okeehumpkee,” the Seminole word for “deep waters”), next to his father’s orange
groves. He had fond memories of his rugged outdoor upbringing in rural North Dakota, he said,
and he wanted to raise his children in a similar environment, away from the social milieu of the
Leesburg citrus elite. He wanted acreage, horses, and cattle rather than suburban living among
the tony houses of Palmora Park.Bud Bosanquet, for one, wasn’t so convinced by Joe’s ruralist
nostalgia. The house cost Joe nothing, Bud knew, having been included in the purchase price of
the property when Joe’s father bought it, and since then it had stood empty. Whatever Joe’s
reasoning, his decision vexed Ruth. In Okahumpka, Blanche would be removed not only from
the social scene in Leesburg but from most other company as well. With Joe constantly traveling
to bolster his watermelon and citrus business, she would often be alone with small children.
Blanche assured her mother there was nothing to worry about.And for a number of years, there
didn’t seem to be, at least judging by the family’s fortunes. Joe continued to work hard and play
hard with the Leesburg elite, forging social bonds that paid them back in countless ways. Syd
Herlong had become a U.S. congressman, and to further advance his political career, he hosted
an annual golf tournament—the Herlong Hassle, as it came to be known—at Silver Lake
Country Club, where the city’s well-to-do played alongside celebrities and politicians from
Washington, D.C. Guests enjoyed the Florida sunshine by day almost as much as they did the
legendary gin games at night. They might also be inclined to take in an amateur theatrical
performance by the local Melon Patch Players, especially if handsome Joe Knowles was
performing.The owners of the largest groves, Joe and Syd Herlong among them, maintained
their own packinghouses in downtown Leesburg, thus allowing them to realize even more
substantial returns on their citrus operations. Joe also took on the responsibility of procuring
thousands of watermelons each year for the city’s Watermelon Festival, where he bestowed the
coveted Knowles Trophy to the grower of the season’s largest melon. Jesse Daniels was one of
nearly sixty thousand people who attended the 1957 festival, pedaling his Schwinn five miles
north from Okahumpka to eat hot dogs and watch the fireworks over Lake Harris.That year the
Quarterback Club had traveled to Auburn, where the Gators were taking on the undefeated
Auburn Tigers at their homecoming game. The train left on Halloween, long after trick-or-treating
children and their mothers had turned in for the night. But the real highlight of the year was the
ten-day celebration of Leesburg’s centennial. During it, Joe starred as the detective in the Melon



Patch Players’ production of the murder mystery Laura, earning praise from the Leesburg Daily
Commercial for his tasteful but “believable” handling of the romantic scenes with the young
actress in the title role. “Joe taught me how to kiss for the stage,” the actress recalled, impressed
by his confidence both onstage and off.The centennial also included the antics of the “Keystone
Kops,” who’d haul perpetrators of such offenses as wearing makeup (women) or shaving (men)
without a permit before a “Kangaroo Kourt,” an “unjust body” that meted out “such punishments
as pies in the face and dunkings in a pool” with uncharacteristic evenhandedness. Willis McCall,
whose father was a Lake County dirt farmer but who had garnered the support of the big citrus
men while working as a fruit inspector for the Florida Agriculture Commission, and had gotten
them to back him for sheriff in 1944—and every election since—was a member. So were such
power brokers as circuit judge Truman G. Futch and state attorney Gordon Oldham. State
senator J. A. “Tar” Boyd, a Quarterback Club stalwart, was found guilty of gross malfeasance “for
his failure to display facial foliage,” and was given a choice between “walking up and down Main
Street in his underwear” and paying a five-dollar fine. A political career to consider, Boyd chose
the latter, but the Kourt deemed the senator’s lawyer—no other than Red Robinson—
incompetent and made a cartoonish show of branding him with a supposedly red-hot iron. Kourt
proceedings culminated in a vigilante committee that “swarmed over the judge’s stand and
made off with the Keystone Kops in revenge for past humiliation of citizens,” carting Judge Futch
off to jail for contempt and throwing state attorney Oldham and Sheriff McCall “body, boots and
britches” into the waters of Lake Harris. A tongue-in-cheek letter to the editor of the Commercial
commended the vigilantes: “I say keep up the good work boys and we will run the whole lawless
gang out of gas.”—IT HAD BEEN a banner year for Joe Knowles in another way as well. Through
Syd Herlong’s secretary, Carole Weatherly, he’d met a congressional aide named Mary Ellen
Hawkins. Alabama-born-and-bred, Hawkins had moved to Washington in 1950 to work as an
aide, “but the congressman was a drunk and wasn’t re-elected.” She’d then switched to New
York representative Kenneth Keating’s office, and at a meeting of the House Labor Committee, a
young congressman from Massachusetts had caught her eye. “Oh my goodness,” she’d thought
at the time. “Who is that?” She had apparently also caught the young congressman’s eye, which
was how Mary Ellen Hawkins had begun having movie and dinner dates with her Georgetown
neighbor John F. Kennedy.Through Weatherly, Hawkins was introduced to Joe when he came to
town to discuss business with Herlong, his old friend and congressman. She found Joe to be
agreeable and well educated, “a good old boy and a gentleman,” and the two discovered shared
interests in politics and art. He sent her fruit from Florida, and they dined together when he
visited D.C. Joe was no JFK, but before long Hawkins grew infatuated. They began an affair. At
the end of 1957, Hawkins resigned her position in Washington. She’d decided to relocate to
Naples, Florida, and she let Joe know that in mid-December she’d be making the move
south.So it wasn’t an urgent business matter that had called Joe out of town on December 17,
as he’d told Blanche on the phone in the hours before her rape. Instead, he had driven to a
Leesburg service station in the afternoon, then waited patiently for Mary Ellen to arrive in a car



packed with her belongings. After greeting her, Joe got back in his car, and Mary Ellen followed
him for eighty miles south to Tampa under the darkening sky. The couple went to dinner, then
spent the night together in a hotel room—the same pitch-black night that a prowling man broke
through a screen door at the Knowles home in Okahumpka and crept up the stairs to the
bedroom where Blanche was sleeping.Early the next morning, Joe and Mary Ellen left the hotel
parking lot in their separate cars, with Joe leading the way to show her the route to Naples. In
trying to keep up with him, Mary Ellen ran through a caution light. A policeman stopped both
cars and escorted Joe and Mary Ellen to a Tampa police station. There the police delivered the
message Sam Powell had left for Joe. Without saying why, they made it clear that he was to
return to Lake County immediately. The couple said hasty good-byes. Then Mary Ellen
continued south to Naples while Joe sped north, back to Leesburg, where Sam and a close
circle of fellow Quarterback Clubbers awaited him, ready to convene, if not a Kangaroo Kourt, at
least a loyal council to weigh in on how to deal with the terrible blow that had befallen one of their
own.And in nearby Mount Dora, a reporter with a fondness for bebop glasses and a history as a
troublemaker for the powers-that-be was about to begin a long and ruinous crusade to run the
whole lawless gang out of gas.The Platt family at their Pistolville home in Lake CountyCHAPTER
THREESmoked IrishmanAS THE MORNING GREW BRIGHT, new rumors swirling around Lake
County were threatening to further upend Mabel’s Wednesday routine. But while the reports of
the previous night had emanated from the black community, immediate and shot through with
fear, this second wave of rumor was coming from the white sections of Okahumpka and
Leesburg, and it was steeped in innuendo. It centered on the conjecture that the victim’s
husband, Joe Knowles, had been out of town on business at the time of the incident. And hadn’t
Mrs. Knowles been seen earlier that evening at the Rotary Club in Leesburg, out drinking with
some men? And was it true that after the alleged attack, instead of calling the police
immediately, she’d first called the Knowles family lawyer? People speculated. Maybe the “rape”
was no rape at all.After ten years, Mabel was no stranger to the stark contrasts entrenched in
Lake County, and her own appreciation of the reasons for them had been hard-earned. Mount
Dora had charmed her at first sight, even though Patricia—“Punky,” in those days—had come
down with measles on the drive south from Akron. “I thought it was a bit of heaven when I first
came here,” Mabel recalled. Towering oak trees draped in Spanish moss shaded the downtown
streets, which were lined with Victorian-era Queen Anne homes, Craftsman bungalows, and
conch houses. Its gardens lush with azaleas and hibiscus, and its lawns like carpets of deep
green St. Augustine grass, the quaint lakeside town hardly bore comparison to the planate
pastures, clay roads, and dilapidated shacks that dotted the landscape of Okahumpka, twenty
miles to the west.From the outset of her residence in Mount Dora, Mabel worked hard night and
day at her career. Many were the occasions that her tired little daughter napped on the stacking
table in the pressroom while Mabel attended to the business of getting out her weekly edition of
the Mount Dora Topic. During the paper’s first few years, Mabel’s news stories and editorials had
for the most part reflected an idyllic view of Lake County. She diligently reported city council



votes and Little League baseball scores; she breezily profiled locals like Elmira Lodor, the city’s
only “flying saucer expert,” and seasonal residents like Elwood Bancroft, who arrived from the
Midwest each autumn to congregate with the other snowbirds on the bowling greens and
shuffleboard courts of quiet downtown Mount Dora. All of that changed with the case of the
Groveland Boys.In the summer of 1949, a seventeen-year-old white girl named Norma Padgett
accused four young black men of kidnapping and raping her. One of the four was killed by a mob
before he was even jailed. The other three were found guilty in a sham of a trial; one of them was
sentenced to life in prison, while the other two—Sam Shepherd and Walter Irvin—were
sentenced to death. In November 1951, however, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned the guilty
verdicts of Shepherd and Irvin. In his opinion, Justice Robert Jackson described their trial in the
hostile atmosphere of Lake County as “one of the best examples of one of the worst menaces to
American justice.”On the eve of the retrial, Lake County sheriff Willis McCall, incensed by the
Court’s decision, drove the hundred-plus miles north to Raiford State Prison, purportedly to
transport the two defendants back to Lake County. Instead, McCall took a detour down a quiet
clay road. Moments later, shots rang out, and two handcuffed men were lying in a roadside ditch
next to the sheriff’s Oldsmobile. Samuel Shepherd had been killed instantly, but his best friend,
Walter Irvin, had somehow survived three bullet wounds—two of them inflicted by the sheriff, the
third by a deputy, James Yates—and played dead until witnesses arrived on the scene. The
sheriff claimed that he’d shot the two men in an escape attempt. What Irvin described hours
later, however, was the cold-blooded murder of one man and the attempted murder of another
by two officers of the law.McCall was cleared by a coroner’s jury, which concluded that the
sheriff had fired on the prisoners in self-defense. Judge Futch, who was known as “the whittling
judge” for his custom of paring down hickory sticks while sitting on the bench through a long
day’s testimony, declined to impanel a grand jury on the grounds that the investigation by the
coroner’s jury had been so thorough as to obviate the need for further inquiry. No federal
charges were brought against either McCall or Deputy Yates. Meanwhile, Irvin was retried and,
to no one’s surprise, reconvicted.The shooting of the Groveland prisoners effected an
awakening in Mabel and marked a turning point in her career. Until then, she and the Topic had
sided unequivocally with McCall and the prosecution, publishing as fact virtually any notion or
bias that the sheriff cared to convey to the public about the case. Like most of the county, she’d
allowed herself to get swept up in the outrage over Padgett’s allegations, and even before the
trial began, she’d called for the defendants’ execution by electric chair to avenge Padgett’s
honor. When Justice Jackson, in his opinion, cited the “prejudicial influences” of newspaper
stories published in Lake County, there was no doubt as to whose stories he meant. “I probably
needed to be stepped on,” Mabel acknowledged later.Now convinced that McCall had decided
to take the law into his own hands by executing the Groveland defendants before they could be
retried, and regretful of her own role in facilitating the initial convictions and death sentences,
Mabel resolved to do henceforth what few journalists in the county dared. She resolved
unfailingly and aggressively to report on violations of civil rights, particularly the injustices



suffered by blacks in Lake County at the hands of Willis McCall, and on any other action she
believed to be an abuse of power on his part. “He hated me from then on,” Mabel noted. Indeed,
McCall took to ridiculing her as “Red Mabel” and missed no opportunity to accuse her of
dangerous “leftist leanings” in the press. But that was the least of it, as the events of the next few
years would bear out.In May 1954, Mabel wrote an editorial defending the Supreme Court’s
decision in Brown v. Board of Education by urging tolerance and a gradual move toward school
desegregation in the South. She took issue with McCall’s public letter to the Ford Motor
Company, in which he threatened to boycott its cars because the Ford Foundation had
financially supported a study on the harms of segregation. In August, she again took to the press
to deplore a spate of cross-burnings in Mount Dora, where the Klan had been mostly dormant
for the previous six years.Not long after, one night when Paul was working late at the Topic’s
office, Mabel had just kissed Patricia good night when she heard a car idling in front of a
neighbor’s house. She peeked through the blinds of her bedroom window and saw several
figures in white silhouetted in the glow of the taillights; one of them began moving toward her
front gate. Cubby, the family’s large and aggressive Chow mix, snarled as Mabel headed into the
living room. That was when the darkness outside exploded into hot yellow light.Flames whipped
high above Mabel’s sight line as she stared out the window, paralyzed with fear that the fire
would catch the Spanish moss hanging over the rooftop. She heard an engine roar as the car
sped away. Cubby was barking loud enough now to wake Patricia, but it was another sound that
captured Mabel’s attention: a rustling that seemed to be coming from the roof. At first she
thought that the Spanish moss had indeed ignited—the roof would be next, and after that the
entire house—but then she realized what she was hearing wasn’t the crackle of fire but the
splash of rain, the kind farmers call heaven-sent. The flames from the gasoline-soaked cross in
her front yard began to sputter and die out.Later, unable to sleep, Mabel lay in bed pondering
how actions like these could be tolerated in a nation that “seeks to be the guiding light for
freedom and against terrorism.” She turned to her bedside Bible and found a Psalm that afforded
her some comfort: “Return unto thy rest, O my soul; for the Lord hath dealt bountifully with
thee.”The next morning Mabel sat down at her Royal typewriter to compose her weekly column.
“I shall not take it as a signal that I must lapse into silence,” she wrote. “I will continue to speak as
one who hopes to inject a small voice of reason and sanity into a situation which could divide our
nation further in this, her most trying hour.” Her courage and resolve grew as she typed, and
remembering the rain that had poured down from the skies and saved her house, she wrote,
“See why I shall not become mute with fear?”Mabel’s story, with Patricia’s photo of the fiery
cross accompanying it, garnered ample attention around Lake County, and newspapers across
the country ran notices of the Florida editor who’d had a Klan cross burned in front of her home.
Mabel and Paul took down the cross and put it in the garage to hold for the police, but the police
never came. Two days later, when Mabel arrived at the Topic office, half a block from the Mount
Dora police station, she discovered that a blood-red “KKK” had been crudely painted on the
front windows as well as on the concrete sidewalk by the front door. Neither the police nor the



Lake County Sheriff’s Department saw fit to investigate.On September 16, Mabel’s weekly
column again commented on the attempts of the KKK to silence her and noted that her trusted
watchdog would “make mincemeat of crossburners.” One night a month later, when the Reeses
returned home from the office, they found Cubby lying motionless on the floor. The killing of the
family pet “cut much deeper than did the ridiculous act of burning a cross in front of my home, or
painting my office windows with red crosses and KKKs,” Mabel wrote in the Topic, hoping to
address the man responsible so that he might “enjoy the full taste” of his deed. Cubby, she
wrote, “died in agony—a death as lingering and painful as if you had nailed her to one of your
crosses. I hope you are now thoroughly happy.”An autopsy performed by a Lake County
veterinarian concluded that the dog had consumed meat laced with strychnine, but Sheriff
McCall refused to accept the finding and ordered the veterinarian to send the dog’s organs to
the State Board of Health for further testing. A week later, McCall obtained the state’s
toxicological analysis, which, he claimed, showed no traces of strychnine “or any form of
poisoning.” The veterinarian, standing by his original report, pointed out that the dog’s organs
had been sitting in a garbage can for nearly a week, and thus rendered useless for any analysis.
That did not stop McCall from asserting, in a letter to the Topic, “I was glad to learn that the dog
was not poisoned, as I despise dog poisoners almost as much as I do a communist.”Mabel had
no doubt about who was behind the ongoing intimidation. “We had telephone calls day and
night. No one identified themselves, but they would threaten.” One night she and Paul were
awakened by the sound of a slamming door and footsteps. Someone had broken into the
garage. “I guess they wanted their cross back,” Patricia recalled. The lack of interest on the part
of law enforcement in such episodes reinforced Mabel’s conviction that the sheriff’s department
and police essentially sanctioned the burgeoning presence of the Ku Klux Klan in Mount
Dora.For Mabel and the Topic, official indifference was cause for community concern. Two
months later, Bryant Bowles, a white supremacist from Tampa who’d founded the National
Association for the Advancement of White People in response to the Supreme Court’s ruling in
Brown, accepted Sheriff McCall’s invitation to speak at the Lake County Courthouse in Tavares.
At a recent rally, adamant that integration would lead to miscegenation, Bowles had held up his
three-year-old daughter, shouting, “Do you think that my daughter will ever attend schools with
Negroes? Not while there’s breath in my body and gunpowder will burn—and gunpowder will
burn! If the Negroes go to your children’s school, let your conscience be your guide . . . I know
what I would do!” At another rally, Bowles had charged, “The Negro will never be satisfied until
he moves into the front bedroom of the white man’s home.” By this point the group’s rallies and
intimidation tactics, under Bowles’s inflammatory direction, had succeeded in terrorizing and
ostracizing school officials and districts that had begun the process of integration in accordance
with the Supreme Court’s ruling.In a Topic editorial, Mabel rebuked Bowles for bringing his tour
of “hate-mongering and rabble-rousing” to Lake County. She also implicated McCall’s son
Malcolm, who had been photographed collecting new membership fees for the NAAWP at an
event at the Lake County Courthouse. “By whatever name it is called,” Mabel wrote, “the Ku Klux



Klan smells the same.” She lamented that “no public official protested the use of the taxpayers’
property as a soap box for increasing tension in an area where calm and reason is so
desperately needed.”The sheriff, who had sponsored the event, declined to respond directly to
Mabel’s attacks, beyond commenting that she was “just cussing me for being a white man.” He
did affirm his support for the NAAWP, declaring, “If it goes down, I’ll go with it. Bowles is a Florida
cracker and he’s on the level.” However, Bowles, who had boasted that the event had recruited a
thousand new members to the NAAWP’s Lake County chapter, including “six county and three
circuit judges,” marched into the Topic office brandishing Mabel’s column, with the word “LIE”
scrawled across it. “I will get even by some means or other,” he told Paul, who was working there
alone, “even if I have to stay in this county for two years.”
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CinDaisy, “Well Written True Story. Mable Norris Reese (Chesley) was my grandmother and I
grew up with Jesse's story being a part of my family history. As a young girl, I met Jesse and
"Aunt" Pearl when he was released from Chattahoochee and spent time with them before they
moved to Green Cove Springs. Even with all that they had been through, they were the kindest,
sweetest people I knew.After reading Gilbert's book, I'm horrified (but not surprised) at how
much more there was to the story - I can certainly understand why my family would have
censored so many things when talking to a young child. I still get chills thinking about how much
my grandmother, grandfather, mom, Jesse, Aunt Pearl and Richard Graham went through to get
Jesse's freedom.My grandmother would have been honored to have her story told by such a
skilled and determined researcher and compelling storyteller as Gilbert King.”

McCullagh, “An Important Compelling Story. I read the entire book on the day it was published.
Gilbert King did lengthy research and structured the story to keep the reader captivated. He
made the scenes and people come alive ;it is a portrait of the worst in human nature and also
the best.As a former southerner I remember the racism and prejudice which sickened me during
those decades and therefore I can imagine the truth in this dark story.It’s a story with villains,
heroes and innocents. I am glad that the author brought this story to light.I highly recommend
this book.”

Dave Schwinghammer, “Will Willis McCall Pay?. There are a couple of important story threads in
BENEATH A RUTHLESS SUN.However let's start at the beginning. Blanche Knowles, citrus
baron Joe Knowles's wife, is raped in 1957, a Jim Crow year. She says it was a bushy-haired
black manWillis McCall, the virulent racist sheriff of Lake County, Floridas rounds up every black
man he can find. The two main suspects are Sam Wiley Odom, whose main crime seems to be
his uppity attitude and Bubba Hawkins who happens to be related to Virgil W. Hawkins who had
the audacity to apply to law school at the University of Florida.Then matters change. A white,
mentally retarded man, Jesse Daniels, is arrested and promptly confesses, although he insists
to his mother, his lawyers and everyone else he knows, he didn't do it. Now, why would a racist
sheriff, who has gone so far as to murder black suspects, charge a white man with a crime the
woman says a black man committed? She later changes her story, insisting it was so dark in the
room she couldn't be sure who did it, but she identifies Jesse's voice. Remember the old saying,
“Nothing is as it seems.”Jesse avoids a trial by being found mentally incompetent to stand trial,
and he is sent to Chattahoochee, the Florida insane asylum where he spends fourteen years,
lumped in with violent criminals since he was charged with rape. Jesse's mother and just about
everybody else he knows insists he wouldn't even know how to commit rape, nor would he hurt a
fly.Pearl Daniels finds a confidant in Newspaperwoman, Mabel Norris Reese who spends the
next fourteen years trying to get Jesse out of Chattahoochee. She has evidence he didn't do it,



but McCall and his henchman, county attorney, Gordon G. Odom Jr. won't even let Blanche see
her son.So . . . will Jesse ever get out? Will Willis McCall ever pay for his murderous behavior. I
have to say I wanted to see him skinned alive, boiled in oil, and drawn and quartered. This is not
a novel; this stuff actually happened. Willis McCall made Bull Conner look like Mary Poppins.Oh,
yeah, there's one more ingredient in this mud hole. Joe Knowles was a known ladies man. How
does that enter into the picture and why did Blanche insist a white man raped her when she
knew that wasn't true? These questions will keep you turning pages.”

mikeythereader, “This book and the one before it provides an interesting look at what can
happen when good people do nothing. If this book does not make you angry, nothing will. One
really needs to go back and read the first book about this lawless lawman and the havoc he
brought on anyone that got in his way. Murder In The Grove is the first book and I am still loaning
it out to friends that have not read it yet. Beneath A Ruthless Sun picks up the story of how one
corrupt sheriff ran an entire county and literally got away with murder. This book and the one
before it provides an interesting look at what can happen when good people do nothing.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “An eye opening book everyone should read. This is the second book I’ve
read by this author both dealing with the same geographical location in central Florida where
institutionalized racism and the total perversion of justice flourished in the 1950’s through 70’s. It
deals with possibly the most brutally corrupt police department and justice system of the Jim
Crow south. The book is well researched using actual court transcripts, hospital notes,
correspondence, interviews, etc. and paints a picture that should make Americans ashamed of
turning a blind eye to the perpetrations of such purposeful miscarriages of justice. Books by this
author should be required reading in high schools as should a more thorough and realistic
portrayal of what slavery was and how it didn’t end with the Civil War”

Michael Lee, “Prompt delivery. Great”

The book by Gilbert King has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 231 people have provided feedback.
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